Cosmology with Type Ia supernovae heretofore has required extensive spectroscopic follow-up to establish a redshift. Though tolerable at the present discovery rate, the next generation of ground-based all-sky survey instruments will render this approach unsustainable. Photometry-based redshift determination is a viable alternative, but introduces non-negligible errors that ultimately degrade the ability to discriminate between competing cosmologies. We present a strictly template-based photometric redshift estimator and compute redshift reconstruction errors in the presence of photometry and statistical errors. With reasonable assumptions for a cadence and supernovae distribution, these redshift errors are combined with systematic errors and propagated using the Fisher matrix formalism to derive lower bounds on the joint errors in Ω w and Ω w ′ relevant to the next generation of ground-based all-sky survey.
-4 -Ia supernovae. As the field of galactic redshift determination continues to mature, two competing techniques have emerged. The first technique is based on empirical fits derived from a training set having well established redshifts (5). Recently, an empirical photometric estimator has been derived and applied to Type Ia supernovae (8) . With this technique, magnitudes derived from fluxes in the grz bands are linearly combined to give a first-order redshift estimate. An improved redshift estimate is obtained by adding a stretch-like correction involving a ratio of the i band fluxes at peak and at 15 days in the supernovae rest frame. The coefficients are derived from a SNLS training set of 40 Type Ia supernovae.
A dispersion ranging 0.031 to 0.050 is reported depending on the size of the training set.
These comparatively large numbers are attributed to the photometric quality of the SNLS data and minimal statistics. In a follow up paper (9) it was shown that a dispersion of 0.005 may be achievable from supernovae with S/N > 25, albeit supernovae that are temporally well sampled and free of obscuration from dust. A second technique involves broad band photometry acquired over multiple bands that is compared to predictions from galaxy spectral energy distributions (SEDs) to determine the redshift (6) (and recently improved in (7)). The photometric error from either approach can be of order ± 0.1, which is generally unacceptable for the study of individual galaxies of galaxy clusters though is less problematic when performing statistical analyses of large data sets.
In this paper we adopt the latter approach to obtain photometric redshifts from template fitting. The advantage of this approach is that it obviates the need for an empirical model. However, a faithful Type Ia template is required. The requirement of a faithful supernova template is non-trivial since no two supernovae have identical spectra, the spectra evolve with time and further exhibit variation in luminosity. Further, Type Ia supernovae have no Hydrogen features in their spectra and hence lack the Lyman-break used for determining galactic redshifts. For template builders temporal evolution implies more work, for photometric redshift estimation purposes it is a boon: in essence each observing epoch permits an independent redshift determination. Furthermore, all epochs for which there is photometric data can be combined to jointly constrain the redshift. The redshift error which results when the template approach is applied to Type Ia supernovae is the main objective of this paper.
In Section 2 we describe the redshift error estimation methodology based on an archetypal Type Ia supernovae template set. In Section 3 we present results based solely on statistical error, then extend them to include systematic error derived from a distinct template set. From these combined statistical and systematic errors we derive (Ω w ,Ω w ′ ) error ellipses based on a realistic supernovae distribution and idealized cadence. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of the implications of our work and discuss future extensions.
Methodology
The template fitting method begins with a Type Ia supernova template set. This set, typically generated in the supernovae rest frame, is modified to mimic the effects of redshift (the modified template set is henceforth referred to as the model set). Broad band filters are applied to spectra at various epochs in the model set to generate light curves. The light curve of a supernova whose redshift is to be determined (the reference supernova) is then compared to the light curves of the model set over a suitable redshift interval. The redshift of the light curve from the model set that most closely matches the light curve of the reference supernova (using a χ 2 figure of merit) is assigned to the latter.
We adopt Nugent's Type Ia branch normal templates (10) for our studies. These templates span the temporal range from -16 day prior to +70 days after peak V magnitude (for a total of 87 epochs. Fluxes for epochs -20 through -17 are set to zero in the Nugent template set). The wavelength coverage is 1000 to 25000Å binned into 2400 10Å intervals.
This set of 87 spectra constitutes the rest frame template set. There are four operations that must be applied to this template set to generate the model set (representing supernovae spectra at various redshifts in an expanding universe). The first two each involve a reduction in the flux by a factor of (1 + z), where z runs from 0 to 1.0 in redshift intervals of 0.001, to account for time dilation and cosmological expansion (photon redshift) (12). A third is a time dilation factor of (1 + z) applied to each epoch (13). The fourth involves redshifting the spectrum by (1 + z).
Our procedure then begins with Nugent's Type Ia branch normal template set, where the interval of 1 day between successive epochs in the supernova rest frame is replaced by a separation of (1 + z) days in the frame of the observer. Two factors of (1 + z) factors were applied to the LSST bandpasses(14), which incorporate sky and filter transmission and CCD efficiency. Over the epoch range shown in this figure the g − r color exhibits nearly monotonic behavior and would be the most effective of the five colors over the depicted redshift interval in estimating redshifts. The actual reconstruction efficiency will be considerably more nuanced when multiple colors, multiple epochs and measurement noise are involved, as we shall see below. From these colors we now proceed to define a measure of goodness of fit chi 2 (z) for the u − g color as
where u(z) and g(z) represent magnitudes in the u and g bandpasses from the reference set at redshift z at epoch i and u(z ′ ) and g(z ′ ) are defined similarly for the model set. The sum is over all i epochs.This procedure is generalized in an obvious manner to include five colors (u − g, g − r, r − i, i − z and z − y) that can be constructed from the six LSST {z, z ′ } space are generated by choosing reference light curves over the interval 0 < z < 1 in increments of 0.001.
The χ 2 (z) value reflects the degree of overlap between the light curve of a reference supernova located at redshift z with respect to the light curves of model supernovae located at z ′ . It bears emphasizing that the reference and model sets are both drawn from the same Nugent template set. The overlap that would result if spectral and variability were included undoubtedly would be less pronounced.
Results
Though the methodology described above is straightforward, it is instructive to explore a highly simplified model for the purposes of comparison with results from using the template spectra. An analytical expression for χ 2 at an arbitrary redshift can be written down if filter transmission coefficients and spectral fluxes (at all epochs) are constant. The left panel in Figure 2 compares the results from an analytic model (dashed) with those from the methodology described in Section 2 (solid) for a reference supernova at a redshift 0.5.
In both the analytical and numerical examples the LSST u bandpass is used, however, the transmission coefficients have all been set to 1.0 over the rest frame interval 3190 < λ < 4120 (those wavelength bins in the rest frame u filter whose transmission coefficient exceeds 0.005). The redshifted filter is convolved with a toy spectrum whose rest frame fluxes are also set to 1.0 over all wavelengths and all epochs. Both the analytical and numerical examples are described by Equation 2, but here with g(z) = g(z ′ ) = 0. The close agreement between them benchmarks the numerical approach.
The black curve in the right hand panel of this same figure is the χ 2 for the u − g color as described by Equation 2, using the u filter and toy spectrum as described above, and with a rest frame g filter whose transmission coefficients are 1.0 over the region 3870 < λ < 5610. The featureless toy model produces a χ 2 curve whose values are non-zero only because the u and g bandpasses have different widths and are centered on different wavelengths. For comparison, the χ 2 values for the u − g color derived from the Nugent templates and LSST bandpasses are also displayed (red). Note that the χ 2 curve derived from the templates is much steeper than the toy model and further displays structure which can be traced back, in principle, to various spectral features. In the absence of noise the reconstructed redshift corresponding to the χ 2 minimum coincides with the reference redshift of 0.5. A more realistic example includes measurement noise. The green curve in the right panel of Figure 2 are the χ 2 values for the ug color derived from the templates where noise has been added to both the reference and model light curves drawn from a normal distribution with standard deviation of 0.05. As this curve illustrates, noise obscures the location of the true minimum in two ways: it increases bin-to-bin jitter and broadens the minimum. Both effects increase the probability that the location of the true minimum (located at z ′ ) will differ from the reconstructed minimum (located at z).
The solid curve in the right panel of Figure 2 is a single realization of Gaussian noise.
To get a statistical measure of the effect that noise has on obscuring the location of the true minimum, Monte Carlo simulations consisting of 1000 random instances of photometric measurement noise were done for each redshift interval. From these runs the median redshift value was chosen and compared to the redshift of the reference light curve. The top panel in Figure 3 contains two curves, each a plot of the residual redshift versus the redshift of the reference light curve using LSST u and g bandpass filters. The residual redshift is defined here as (z rec − z)/z, where z rec is the reconstructed redshift based on the above procedure and z is the redshift of the reference light curve. The sole difference between the curves in the upper panel of Figure 3 is the amount of Gaussian noise added to the reference and model light curves. It is seen that reconstruction of the redshift is quite faithful for the addition of Gaussian noise sampled from a normal distribution with a σ of 0.05, but erratic behavior is observed with a σ of 0.5. The bifurcation one sees in this panel for large photometric errors is due to non-monotonic nature of color versus redshift curve in Figure 2 (u − g panel). Since for z > 0.2 (depending on epoch) the u − g color function is double-valued, the χ 2 minimization procedure alternates between two possible redshift solutions, giving rise to the aberrant behavior of the red curve in Figure 4 . By this same logic from Figure 2 one can predict more rational behavior for z ∼ 0.5, which is in fact manifested in Figure 4 .
As the lower panel demonstrates, the erratic behavior in the top panel can be modified using all five colors combinations of the LSST filter set. Though considerable bin-to-bin scatter is observed in the reconstructed redshift from only a single realization of Gaussian noise (circles), a 1000 realizations generates the smoothly varying curve (squares) in this same panel. Notably, the data are well-behaved with no catastrophic outliers even with the addition of considerable noise. As noted above, the observed undulations ultimately can be traced to template spectral features passing through the filter set. The lower panel in Figure 4 shows the residual redshifts using all five bandpass colors at every epoch, but now with Gaussian noise drawn from a normal distribution with a σ of 0.05. In this plot the residual redshifts are divided a factor of (1 + z). For this highly idealized cadence the standard deviation of the redshift residuals is 4.2·10 −4 over the redshift interval 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.0.
The redshift residuals presented so far have been constructed using all 87 epochs.
It is certainly unrealistic for a survey instrument to sample any given supernovae on a "effectiveness" of each color for getting accurate redshift in a given redshift range. This same plot also shows the total errors when all five colors are used (black curve). Note that even though σ −2 is an additive quantity, the sum from each of the individual colors does not equal that from the combined five colors since the colors are not linearly independent. The effectiveness of the z − y color is particularly striking. Specifically, a conceivable strategy could be to restrict photometry to the z and y filters over the redshift interval 0.15 < z < 0.3 should the templates resemble actual supernovae spectra in these bandpasses. As an optimal supernovae cadence for LSST has yet to be adopted, subsequent analyses are based on the assumption that a particular supernova will be visited in each of the six filters every fifth night.
In addition to the statistical error arising from Poisson noise and imperfect sampling, there may be a plethora of systematic errors that will further degrade photometric redshift accuracy. One systematic error than is relevant here concerns choice of templates. To generate binned systematic errors we chose a second model template set constructed by (15). This set has identical spectral coverage as the Nugent set, but epoch coverage is extended to +85 days (for this purpose epochs beyond day 70 are ignored). We derive systematic errors by again computing the standard deviation in the redshift residuals for 1000 trails sampling from a normal distribution with σ = 0.05 and also very fifth night, but now using this second model set. The standard deviations that result are taken to be systematic error due to imperfect knowledge of the template set.
Cosmological Parameters
Ultimately, one wishes to transform the redshift errors arising from the imperfect photometric redshift reconstruction onto the accuracy with which one can determine A survey instrument like LSST with anétendue of 220 m 2 deg 2 will cover the entire sky every few nights in each of its six filters. Though its primary cadence may not be optimal for detection and follow up of Type Ia supernovae, LSST is nevertheless expected to discover several million Type Ia supernova in the course of its 10 year mission. This sheer number of supernovae will allow unprecedented examination of systematics related to reddening, host contamination, evolution and other effects that interfere with a precise determination of the distance modulus. Lacking a formal supernovae cadence for LSST we adopt the estimated number of supernovae per steradian per unit redshift per year in the observer frame as derived by (18).
The ellipses in the lower panel in Figure 6 are derived from combined photometry, photometric redshift and systematic errors. Photometry errors (σ p = 0.17) and photometric redshift errors associated with the orange curve from the upper panel in Figure 5 (σ = 0.05; every 5 th epoch) are first reduced by the number of supernovae in each of the rebinned redshift bins (16 equally spaced bins spanning 0 < z < 1.6; weights for z > 1.0 were made large to effectively limit the analysis to 0 < z < 1.0). Systematic error derived in the manner described above was likewise rebinned and added in quadrature to the photometry and photometric redshift error. A 2 × 2 Fisher matrix representing the cosmological parameters Ω w and Ω ′ w was expanded to an 18 × 18 matrix to accommodate these binned errors. This matrix was inverted and marginalized along the 16 rows and columns representing the binned errors. The resultant 2 × 2 inverse matrix was again inverted to generate the purple ellipse in the lower panel of Figure 6 . Several related error ellipses are shown in this same panel for comparison purposes. Photometry error alone produces the black ellipse -addition in quadrature with photometric redshift errors produce an ellipse (red) that is indistinguishable from the black ellipse (see inset). This behavior, also noted by (16), is due to the particular choice of photometry error and will evolve as photometry errors become more stringent. The blue ellipse demonstrates that systematic errors have no tangible effect until it reaches a level that coincides with the level of systematic error derived from the Hsiao template set (σ sys ∼ 0.003). The largest ellipse (aquamarine) assumes a σ sys of 0.02 in keeping with assumptions made by (16; 18).
Discussion
A new era of large aperture ground-based survey telescopes is driving the need for an alternative to costly spectroscopic follow up to obtain Type Ia supernovae redshifts. In this paper we apply a technique that utilizes templates to derive these redshifts photometrically based on a χ 2 minimization procedure. Though applied to proposed LSST bandpasses, Though considerable work has been done to ascertain the feasibility of weak-lensing measurements from ground-based instruments (20; 21; 22), comparatively little has been done regarding Type Ia supernovae. This work is the first to put all the major elements together to ascertain the relevance of supernovae cosmology from ground-based instruments.
In particular, it establishes a minimal redshift error that can be expected from photometric redshift determination. The error ellipse derived in Figure 6 from plausible photometric redshift and systematic errors is considerably more constrained than would be the case if one assumed constant photometric redshift and systematic errors of magnitude 0.02 that have appeared in the literature (16; 18) . A corollary is that should systematic error ultimately be controllable to ∼ 0.003, then photometric redshifts would be very effective at discriminating between many competing cosmologies.
A more realistic observing cadence, Type Ia supernovae distribution and noise models are readily incorporated into this framework. Indeed, though the scope of this work has been strictly limited to template models, it is readily modified to actual supernovae spectra.
Progress is being made extending this work to include simulated cadences and actual Type
Ia supernovae spectra and work continues on improved noise models. Extensions of this work must further address covariances among the techniques used for typing, epoch and redshift assignments.
We conclude with a final observation. At present this method is limited to stretch ∼ 16; 18) . In all three cases the systematic error is added in quadrature to the redshift errors described by the plot in the lower panel of Figure 4 for the supernovae distribution described in (18). The inset shows on an expanded scale the three smallest error ellipses from the main panel representing pure photometry error (black), photometry and
